A nonlinear dynamical mechanism for bruit generation by an intracranial saccular aneurysm.
Intracranial saccular aneurysms have been clinically observed to emit a transient sound, a bruit, on each heartbeat. The mechanism causing the bruits has been a matter of contention. A qualitative analysis of the nonlinear dynamical properties of the Shah-Humphrey model for periodic pressure forcing of a thin-necked saccular aneurysm, using the Fung nonlinear constitutive model for the aneurysm material, shows that a small blood pressure jump on each beat, whether the pressure is weakly aperiodic or periodic, induces transients in the radial deformation response of the aneurysmal wall on each heartbeat. These transient vibrations, which have a component with frequency near the natural frequency of the system but are not resonant phenomena and which decay rapidly to a limit cycle during each distinct forcing pressure cycle, can generate the bruits.